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Abstract
Introduction: In Traditional Korean Medicine (TKM), diseases on the left or right side of the human body have been treated

differently according to the theory of Donguibogam, which is an encyclopedic source for TKM. In the Wind chapter of Donguibogam, left
hemiparesis due to stroke is called Tan, a sort of Hyeol-Byeong, and right hemiparesis due to stroke is called Tan, a sort of Gi-Byeong. As
neuroscience develops, it has been shown that the functions of the left and right hemispheres differ, as do the symptoms caused by
differently located lesions in the brain. In light of these recent ﬁndings and the theory of Donguibogam, it may be useful when treating
patients in clinical practice to consider the side of the human body on which symptoms appear. The aim here is to establish whether sidedependent treatments are more effective in treating patients with symptoms on different sides of the body. Speciﬁcally, this exploratory
study investigates changes in gait pattern among stroke patients with hemiparesis or hemiplegia during gait recovery.
Methods: To develop this protocol, a retrospective review of charts will be used to assess differences in gait recovery patterns
among stroke patients with left or right hemiparesis, using gait analysis systems that include GAITRite, G-walk, and Treadmill. The
data will be selected from gait analysis performed more than twice in the period from September 1, 2017 to June 31, 2018 at
Wonkwang University Gwangju Hospital (WKUGH).
Results: The primary outcomes include spatiotemporal parameters obtained using GAITRite (FAP, velocity, step length, swing time,
and stance time); symmetric parameters obtained using G-walk (tilt, obliquity, and pelvis rotation symmetry); and center of pressure
(COP) area and velocity as measured by Treadmill.
Discussion: This will be the ﬁrst study to analyze the gait recovery pattern of stroke patients according to the paralyzed side by
comparing spatiotemporal, symmetric, and COP parameters using gait analysis systems. Like all retrospective studies, the present
research was subject to certain limitations related to bias (selection bias, recall bias, misclassiﬁcation bias, confounding value bias),
difﬁculty in assessing temporal relationships, and small sample size. However, these limitations were of less signiﬁcance here
because gait parameters and body side of symptoms of hemiplegia or hemiparesis are relatively clear.
Conclusion: If the use of gait analysis systems (GAITRite, G-walk, and Treadmill) conﬁrms differences in gait recovery pattern

among stroke patients according to the paralyzed side, the ﬁndings will provide essential evidence for differential treatment of stroke
patients on that basis.

Abbreviations: COM = center of mass, COP = center of pressure, CRIS = Clinical Research Information Service, FAP =

functional ambulation proﬁle, IRB = Institutional Review Board, NIH = National Institute of Health, TKM = Traditional Korean Medicine,
WKUGH = Wonkwang University Korean Medicine Hospitals in Gwangju.
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1. Introduction

patients according to the paralyzed side, this will provide
evidence for treating stroke differently on that basis. The
intention is to analyze any such differences by comparing the
spatiotemporal parameters of left-and right-hemiparesis stroke
patients.

Donguibogam the most historic text in Traditional Korean
Medicine (TKM), was ﬁrst published by Dr Heo Jun in 1613 and
was included in the United Nations Educational, Scientiﬁc, and
Cultural Organization cultural heritage list in 2009.[1] According
to the Wind chapter of Donguibogam, left or right hemiparesis
following stroke is called Tan or Tan, respectively. In addition,
left hemiparesis is etiologically classiﬁed as Hyeol-Byeong and
right hemiparesis of stroke is classiﬁed as Gi-Byeong.[2] The
treatments differ because the causes differ in terms of body side.
Neuroscience has shown that the brain’s left and right
hemisphere functions differ, and it follows that symptoms caused
by lesions on the 2 sides of the brain are also different. For
example, for about 90% of right-handed persons, their language
center is in the left hemisphere, and aphasia is mostly caused by
left hemisphere lesions.[3] Similarly, hemineglect is associated
with functional disorder of the right hemisphere, which appears
mostly as left hemineglect.[4] In the same way, recovery pattern
also differs according to which side of the brain is damaged. One
study reported that left-handed person exhibit a larger transfer
effect than right-handed persons in stroke rehabilitation.[5] In
light of these recent ﬁndings, the idea described in Donguibogam
that treatment of stroke patients should be based on hemiparesis
side may have great signiﬁcance for clinical practice.
This study aims to assess the effects of treating left- and rightsided diseases separately for gait rehabilitation of stroke patients
based on retrospective chart review. Gait was selected because it
is the most important factor in returning stroke patients to daily
life.[6] Although some earlier studies[7,8] observed gait recovery
progress among stroke patients by comparing their gait with
normal subjects, no study has yet observed gait recovery patterns
in relation to the paralyzed side. Although Virginia et al reported
no difference in prognosis for recovery of motor function in
stroke patients with left and right paralysis, their evaluation
covered only 3 stages, when patients needed maximal assistance,
moderate assistance, or minimal assistance in walking.[9] No
study has accurately analyzed stroke patients’ gait using
spatiotemporal parameters as proposed here. If we can conﬁrm
the existence of differences in gait recovery pattern among stroke

2. Material and methods
2.1. Gait analysis system
2.1.1. The GAITRite system (CIR system Inc). When mechanical pressure is applied to the GAITRite mat, embedded sensors
are activated (Fig. 1).[10] Following sensor activation, the
GAITRite software(version 4.8.5) calculates the elapsed time
between heel contact and ﬂat foot stance to obtain temporal and
spatial gait parameters such as functional ambulation proﬁle
(FAP), velocity, step length, swing time, and stance time.
Calculated from walkway data, FAP is a sensitive measure for
characterization of dissimilar patients with hemiparesis due to
stroke.[11] Walking speed is an important indicator of improved
walking ability among stroke patients.[12] Patterson et al have
reported that step length, swing time and stance time are also
useful gait parameters in this context.[8]
2.1.2. The G-walk system (BTS Bioengineering SpA). G-walk
is a gait analysis system that measures the subject’s center of mass
(COM) by means of a wireless tri-axial accelerometer.[13] The
accelerometer is attached to the subjects 5th lumbar vertebra and
tightened by means of a Velcro element. The subject then walks to
provide parameters including pelvis tilt symmetry, pelvis
obliquity symmetry, and pelvis rotation symmetry, as these
and other gait symmetry characteristics are increasingly
measured and reported in stroke patients.[8] The parameters
calculated from the data are transferred wirelessly via Bluetooth
for analysis by BTS G-studio software (version 2.8.16.0).
2.1.3. The treadmill analysis system (Zebris Co Ltd FDM-T).
When the subject stands on the Treadmill device, which includes
an embedded force plate, foot pressure and center of pressure
(COP) are measured and calculated by Zebris FDM software
(version 1.10) to obtain parameters such as COP velocity and

Figure 1. Gait analysis system (A) wireless tri-axial accelerometer of G-walk and Velcro. (B) For gait analysis. The wireless tri-axial accelerometer is attached to the
5th lumbar vertebra of subjects and tightened with Velcro by researchers. Then have a subject walk 6 m GAITRite mat in preferred speed. (C) Next, have a subject
stand on Treadmill embedded with force plate for 10 seconds.
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Patient Recruitment Period: September 01, 2017 to June 30, 2018
(Interval: 2 Weeks ~ 1 Month)

Initial Gait Anaylsis
(GAITRite, G-walk, Treadmill)

Gait Analysis Follow Up
(GAITRite, G-walk, Treadmill)

Figure 2. Time schedule of gait analysis gait analysis is a routine examination performed on stroke patients in Wonkwang University Korean Medicine Hospitals in
Gwangju (WKUGH). Among the stroke patients who performed the gait analysis more than 2 times during the period from September 1, 2017 to June 30, 2018 in
WKUGH, those who satisﬁes the inclusion criteria becomes the subjects.

area.[14] These COP measures are commonly used to assess
standing postural control by measuring the extent of body
sway.[15]

2.5. Gait analysis procedure
The wireless tri-axial accelerometer is attached to the subject’s
5th lumbar vertebra and tightened with Velcro by researchers.
The subject is then asked to walk 6 m at the preferred speed on a
GAITRite mat, and spatiotemporal gait parameters are obtained.
The subject then stands on the force plate in the treadmill for 10
seconds to obtain parameters such as COP velocity and area. To
ensure measurement quality, the above procedure is repeated
twice, and again at least 2 weeks later (Fig. 2).

2.2. Study design
The study is designed as a retrospective chart review to assess
differences in gait recovery pattern between left- and righthemiparesis stroke patients using the GAITRite, G-walk, and
Treadmill gait analysis systems. Subjects will be drawn from stroke
patientsundergoinggaitanalysismorethantwicebetweenSeptember
1, 2017 and June 30, 2018 at Wonkwang University Korean
Medicine Hospitals in Gwangju (WKUGH), those who satisfy the
inclusion criteria will be enrolled as participants in the study.

2.6. Outcomes
1. Spatiotemporal parameters obtained by GAITRite: FAP,
velocity, step length, swing time, and stance time
2. Symmetric parameters obtained by G-walk: pelvis tilt
symmetry, pelvis obliquity symmetry, and pelvis rotation
symmetry
3. Parameters while standing obtained by Treadmill: COP area
and COP velocity

2.3. Ethics approval and consent to participate
The retrospective chart review for this protocol (version 1.0) has
been granted ethical approval from the institutional review board
(IRB) in WKUGH (WKIRB - 18/8, April 28, 2018). This
retrospective chart review is being conducted under the
supervision of the clinical trial center at WKUGH, monitored
by an independent contract research organization. Any change in
the protocol will again be submitted for IRB approval prior to
implementation. For present purposes, no Data Monitoring
Committee (DMC) is needed, and subjects will not be asked to
provide written informed consent because retrospective chart
review and gait analysis is routine for stroke patients at WKUGH.
Subjects may be required to quit the gait analysis following any
serious adverse event, and this will be reported to the IRB at
WKUGH. In addition, participants may withdraw from gait
analysis at any time if they so wish without suffering any
disadvantage or constraint. In accordance with the CONSORT
2010 Statement, the results will be published on ClinicalTrials.
gov and in specialist journals.

2.7. Statistical analysis
During the initial gait analysis, independent t tests or the Mann–
Whitney U test will be used to verify identity of the 2 groups in
terms of Manual Muscle Testing, stroke onset, sex, and age. Paired
t tests or the Wilcoxon signed test will be used to assess any withingroup differences between the ﬁrst and follow-up gait analysis, and
independent t tests or the Mann–Whitney U test will be used to
assess any between-group differences in gait parameters.
2.8. Sample size
Because this study is retrospective chart review, all subjects who
meet the selection criteria will be included.

2.4. Selection and inclusion criteria
2.4.1. Inclusion criteria. Those who meet all of the following
criteria would be selected: WKUGH outpatient or inpatient with
hemiparesis due to stroke; stroke patients aged between 19 and
85 years; onset of stroke within the previous 6 months; stroke
patients who have undergone gait analysis more twice at
WKUGH, with at least 2 weeks interval between ﬁrst and
following gait analysis; right-handed stroke patients; stroke
patients who can walk unaided.

3. Discussion
Because gait is the most important factor in returning stroke
patients to daily life,[6] gait analysis of these patients is conducted
regularly in WKUGH. This method is valuable because it
provides an objective description of gait quality.[16] Our
researchers will conduct the retrospective review to assess
whether it is useful to treat left- and right-sided diseases
separately as in Donguibogam. For stroke patients who satisfy
our selection criteria, statistical analysis will be used to assess
difference in gait parameters (spatiotemporal parameters from
GAITRite, symmetric parameters from G-walk, and parameters

2.4.2. Exclusion criteria. Those who have difﬁculty walking due
to other conditions such as musculoskeletal disease.
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[6] Hamza AM, Al-Sadat N, Loh SY, et al. Predictors of poststroke healthrelated quality of life in Nigerian stroke survivors: a 1-year follow-up
study. Biomed Res Int 2014;350281.
[7] Jang SH. The recovery of walking in stroke patients: a review. In J
Rehabil Res 2010;33:285–9.
[8] Patterson KK, Gage WH, Brooks D, et al. Evaluation of gait symmetry
after stroke: a comparison of current methods and recommendations for
standardization. Gait Posture 2010;31:241–6.
[9] Mills VM, DiGenio M. Functional differences in patients with left or
right cerebrovascular accidents. Phys Ther 1983;63:481–5.
[10] McDonough AL, Batavia M, Chen FC, et al. The validity and reliability
of the GAITRite system’s measurements: a preliminary evaluation. Arch
Phys Med Rehabil 2001;82:419–25.
[11] Titianova EB, Pitkänen K, Pääkkönen A, et al. Gait characteristics and
functional ambulation proﬁle in patients with chronic unilateral stroke.
Am J Phys Med Rehabil 2003;82:778–86.
[12] Dobkin BH, Plummer-D’Amato P, Elashoff R, et al. Group SInternational randomized clinical trial, stroke inpatient rehabilitation with
reinforcement of walking speed (SIRROWS), improves outcomes.
Neurorehabil Neural Repair 2010;24:235–42.
[13] Park G, Woo Y. Comparison between a center of mass and a foot
pressure sensor system for measuring gait parameters in healthy adults. J
Phys Ther Sci 2015;27:3199–202.
[14] Lee M, Song C, Lee K, et al. Agreement between the spatio-temporal gait
parameters from treadmill-based photoelectric cell and the instrumented
treadmill system in healthy young adults and stroke patients. Med Sci
Monit 2014;20:1210–9.
[15] Marigold DS, Eng JJ. The relationship of asymmetric weight-bearing
with postural sway and visual reliance in stroke. Gait Posture
2006;23:249–55.
[16] Correa KP, Devetak GF, Martello SK, et al. Reliability and minimum
detectable change of the gait deviation index (GDI) in post-stroke
patients. Gait Posture 2017;53:29–34.

while standing from Treadmill). If the results conﬁrm differences
in gait recovery patterns among stroke patients according to the
paralyzed side, this will serve as evidence that it is meaningful to
treat stroke differently on that basis and to apply this approach to
stroke patient gait rehabilitation.
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